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A VOICE FOR MEN 2: NO PONIES ALLOWED

We still got about an hour left in this show.

Will we get a good call? Who the fuck knows?

Last thread: >>14922431

>>14924933 (OP)
nice dubs

>>14924933 (OP)

Talk stream:

http://www.blogtalkradio.com/avoiceformen/2013/12/06/honey-badger-radio-bronies-and-the-shame-game

http://www.blogtalkradio.com/avoiceformen/2013/12/06/honey-badger-radio-bronies-and-the-shame-game

http://www.blogtalkradio.com/avoiceformen/2013/12/06/honey-badger-radio-bronies-and-the-shame-game

>>14924933 (OP)

broohofz

/7

>brohoof dude!
>uh, yeah
>shuffling
>augh! my monitor!

>>14924933 (OP)
THEY NEVER STOP TALKING ABOUT NOTHING

>you will never get on the show
>You will never get to say "I'm a horsefucker"
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Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:38 No.14925020

love MRA chicks shitting on feminism

first for men bitching about women

ABOUT FUCKING TIME

Why don't you guys just stop watching mlp? Don't you know the fact that you watch it alone is a blow to your confidence? It's
never going to be accepted as normal you know.

>>14924933 (OP)
Ghost!!!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wn1E3YRQ16M [Embed]

Scribbler's video.

GHOST
GHOST
GHOST

OH SHIT

GHOST

OH SHIT YES

>>14924933 (OP)
GHOOOOOOOST!!

OH FUCK! THAT WAS THE HARDEST I HAVE LAUGHED IN 10 YEARS!

Psssssssssssssssssshahahahaha

Ghost. Holy shit, what the hell

NO FUCKING WAY.

This guy is totally /mlp/
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966 KB GIF

PLEASE TELL ME SOMEONE RECORDED THAT

FOR THE LOVE OF GOD PLEASE TELL ME ONE OF YOU CAUGHT THAT.

lel

3 channel.

finally things are picking up

Was it really him /mlp/? Was it?!

!!!!

>>14925004
>3-channel

OH MY GOD

GUYS I MISSED IT 
WHAT HAPPENED
YOUTUBE IT OR SOMETHING

did he just say 2camel?

>they know

WHITE KNIGHT GO FUCK YOURSELF

THE JIG IS UP!!!!!!

OH GOD THEY KNOW THEY ALREADY KNOW

>>14925023
The show is released for download.

>I spilled arizona iced tea all over myself
10/10.
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Evo !SCOOTAMstg 12/05/13(Thu)22:40 No.14925086

>then there's this faggot

>MFW name dropped.

We've been called. Crap

Faggotry activated.

>This white knight

Kill yourself, faggot.

Someone totally ratted us out >:((((((((

>>14925023
I just recorded the last two calls

>Trolls are fun too

>2channel
>3channel

>>14925036
IT WAS GHOST!!!

>troll on
They are fucked

>>14925036
LEVEL 0

golf clap for white knight

10/10 trolling of /mlp/, kudos

Whoever this guy is, fuck you so hard.

Alright which one of you faggots was it?
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I mad.

>Troll on

You heard her guys, being a sperglord brings up important issues.

Fucking queer that ratted us out. Fuck that nigger.

Also
>Topic is emotional
>Shiggy diggy

>troll
>performance art

I might sound like a pleb.
But who is GHOST?

Talk about a moodkiller.

>Tolerance and love

they can't even get the catchphrase right

Put on your gamefaces guise

>>14925086
Some ponychan race traitor. Fuck his gay ass.

>>14925099
hah good one!

>goldberg

>in true brony fashion we offer tolerance and love 

Oh god are you serious.

What a nice thread you've got going, it'd be a real tragedy if someone DERAILED IT.
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>>14925099
>not knowing who ghostler is

L&T guise xDDDD

I really want someone to call in, talk for three minutes about how mlp challenges gender stereotypes, then suddenly cut off mid sentence to
profess his love for horse pussy

>Not a huge amount of hate
>Love and tolerance

Holy fuck. This radio show is more autistic than ponychan.

>goldberg
>socialist music

Is /pol/ trolling this as well by any chance?

im still shitting myself over ghost

>>14925150
I think so

>>14925141
SOMEONE
DO
THIS
NOW

>>14925123
Nice.

Did someone call in and call us out?

I was just about to get on skype and message them the thread.
Now I can't be the one to ruin it.

Fuck.

>>14925154
me too.

>Porn doesn't exist of the previous generation

IS THIS NIGGER SERIOUS
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Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:44 No.14925204

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:44 No.14925205

Even the current caller mentioned ghost.

Also Pornography dropped.

I'm fruitbowling right now thanks to Ghost.

>4chan invented porn

>>14925150

Yes.

>>>/pol/res/23842599

SHE'S BLAMING 4CHAN FOR THE PORN

>>14925141
I was thinking this last guy was gonna drop the bomb midway

So I remember I got a free Skype phone call when I first signed up, okay, whatever, but

Are people actually calling on their cell phones? Are they paying to use Skype calls? Is there a free fucking way to call them

>I would make porn of it if I was a brony

>>14925154
I can tell who's from 4chan just by the sound of their voice.

gdi

>i would make porn of it if i was a brony

Somebody do this

>go and download a Big Ben bong sound clip
>call and pretend to be british
>halfway through a rant about porn, play the big ben audio clip
>immediately stop talking and let the bongs play
>"Is there something wrong?"
"Oh God..."
>"What?"
"Its Bong O' Clock..."
>"Im sorry, what?"
"ITS BONG O CLOCK!"
>start screaming "ITS BONG O CLOCK until you are kicked

>I'd make porn of it

I will find this woman. And I will make her mine.

4chan is a factory
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>>14925183
CORRECTLY

OH SHIT HERE WE GO

>I'd make porn of it if I was a brony

10/10

KOMEDY GULD

LOUDER SON!

>fluttershy plushie

TELL HER TO CUM ON HER FLUTTERSHY PONY

>I have a Fluttershy plushie

IF SHE HASN'T FUCKED IT, STR8 PLEB

she has a plushie i'm jelly

>>14925203
I would but my voice is too deep and I have a terrible british accent

I think it's >>14923816 →

>i have a fluttershy plushie
>simon speak the fuck up

Bomb incoming

SIMON PLEASE BE OUR SAVIOUR. CONFESS YOUR LOVE FOR FLUTTERPLOT! Please...

>>14925253
oh god
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>>14925253

oh god

oh god

here it comes

>i am weak and helpless
>You can be weak and helpless, but thats okay

>>14925253

Oh hot damn

Id's habbiding

>>14925253
he's chickening out

>>14925283
chick: Fluttershy isn't as much of a faggot as you, caller

>>14925253
HE'S GONNA FUCKING DO IT

What is this about feminism now?

>>14925253

>a-and I w-want to fuck Fluttershy's... p...p-pussy... heh...goodbye

He's gonna chicken out, fuck fuck fuck

>>14925331
No, he can't! Simon, don't chicken out, we have your back!

I just want someone to talk about sweet pone plot.

fucking blew it

FUCK YOU SIMON
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94 KB PNG
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nuuuuuuuuuuu!

He let it go.

Welp.

You a bitch nigga Simon...

SOMEONE SAY THAT MLP GAVE THEM FETISHES THEY DIDNT EVEN KNOW EXISTED
Please.

GO TO BED, SIMON.

This nigger could do it. He sounds nervous as fuck.

>It's an honor and PRIVILEGE 
>dexter

This fucking guy

SIMON, YOU COCK

SHOW YOURSELF

TELL US WHY YOU PUSSIED OUT

>anita
WE /v/ NOW!
WE THE VIDYA

>>14925388

he's in the tinychat

>>14925387
What the fuck is he even talking about now

Holy shit this guy is just all over the place.

Jesus christ other than ghost worst waste of two hours fuck.

Imma fucking do this shit. Don't give a fuck.
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Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:55 No.14925467

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:56 No.14925475

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:56 No.14925477

3 KB JPG

Evo !SCOOTAMstg 12/05/13(Thu)22:56 No.14925483

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:56 No.14925485

78 KB JPG

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:56 No.14925486

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:56 No.14925494

People need to quit and rejoin with less obvious troll names
fucking idiots

>>14925418
Ghost was worth it

Girls who watch transformers are known fujoshits.

Someone better have fucking recorded Ghost, if it was him

>>14925436
I think Hitler McGoldstein was too much and I hung up.

For the love of God. Did you guys learn nothing from the last raids? DON'T USE OBVIOUS TROLL NAMES!!!

They're picking regular male first names. Quit and rejoin with those.

>>14925436
I'm calling from my cell right now. I'll fucking do this nigger shit.

>>14925449
Its a soundboard

>>14925443
Ghost was indeed fucking worth it!

>bull dyke pedo chicken-hawks

>>14925449
It obviously wasn't

first that faggot who told them about us than you put obvious names, dont expect much

>>14925462
I laughed

>we attic dwellers nao
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9 KB JPG
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Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:59 No.14925563
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Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:00 No.14925567

70 KB JPG

>>14925477

>>14925464
I'm already on queue, told them my name is James Russel.

Is it too obvious?

>>14925517
Maaaybe.

>>14925517

That shit has been used for years, I'm surprised that not everybody knows about it now.

If I get on, here's a rough outline

start with how been criticized

Compare to coming out of closet

Fetishes I didn't know existed

FUCK SHOWS OGRE

>>14925517

ITS OVER

IT'S OGRE

FUCKING ELL!
SHOW'S OVER!

GOD DAMN IT

Looks like they're ending it early.

I'll upload the interesting bits that I recorded here in a minute, so stick around if you want it.
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Flutterfaggot 12/05/13(Thu)23:00 No.14925583

41 KB JPG

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:00 No.14925585

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:00 No.14925586

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:00 No.14925589

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:00 No.14925590

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:01 No.14925592

274 KB PNG

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:01 No.14925598

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:01 No.14925601

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:01 No.14925603

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:01 No.14925610

16 KB PNG

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:01 No.14925615

It's ogre

>8X the raping

now im triggered

ADN THANKS TO 4HCAN FOR TROLLING US

>Thanks to 4chan for trolling us

>TENTALCLES THE RAPE CULTURE MASCOT

MY SIDES

>>14925567
BASADO

>Eight times the rapeing

>>14925567

Yes. Please yes.

>fucking honor getting trolled by 4chan

>And thanks to 4chan for trolling us

lets not stop calling

this is embarassing
it's like you guys have no semblance of subtly
goddamn

No "I want to cum inside Rainbow Dash.", i am disappoint /mlp/. Very disappoint.

>rape culture mascot

Hmmm.
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Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:02 No.14925618

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:02 No.14925621

437 KB GIF

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:02 No.14925627

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:02 No.14925634

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:02 No.14925636

1.96 MB GIF

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:02 No.14925638

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:02 No.14925642

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:03 No.14925645

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:03 No.14925656

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:03 No.14925663

Yeah.

I'd fuck 'em.

>8 times the raping

>>14925601
We really don't

Alright, show's over.
Someone post the Ghost bit.

>Eight times the rape

that was us, and we got that recorded.
http://www65.zippyshare.com/v/78792827/file.html

>>14924978
Why don't you stop--- you know what? I'm not going to go that route. I'm not going to be an ass here.

It's just as normal as anything else. MLP is my watercooler show. Something I can watch and then talk to people about. This is the show
that I've watched in the largest groups (~20) overall. I'd have a really hard time getting a group together to watch any other random show. 

Just to clarify, we're talking about watching a show and then discussing things after, right? Not being in a room of 5-7 other people who I
strongly suspect would talk in a theatre. Then the only shows we could watch were Archer or the Community. Good light comedy, but there
isn't enough of a thread of cause and effect to make paying attention worthwhile.

I prefer shows I can get into, and Community doesn't have enough going on in the background to hold my attention, really. It's all about the
interactions happening in front of your face. It's just a step above sketch comedy in my eyes. Good to watch, but I don't think I'll be seeking it
out.

EIGHT TIMES THE RAPING

>>14925590
>>14925592
Clearly they don't know it's just /mlp/

Guys, Ghost was really in there? Damn, can i get a download or anything? a youtube vid?

Worst waste of fucking time.

>>14925642
I'm pretty sure it was a splicing
no way we're that lucky

You had one fucking job fluttershy guy!
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Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:04 No.14925684

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:05 No.14925690

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:05 No.14925691

37 KB JPG

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:05 No.14925699

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:05 No.14925707

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:06 No.14925714

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:07 No.14925740

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:08 No.14925758

1.92 MB GIF

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:09 No.14925770

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:09 No.14925781

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:11 No.14925813

>>14925656
Yeah, you could hear the clipping here and there.

>>14925656
it was too good for splicing, I think he just wanted us too flip our shit.

>>14925656
That won't buy you a ticket on the hype train, anon

>>14925671
>>14925673
Someone post Ghost bit so we can verify.

>>14925627
>3 channel

>>14925656
Still would like to hear what got everyone so excited

>>14925673
You're a fucking newfag if you didn't recognize what it was spliced form.

>>14925673
There's a Ghost soundboard out there, it was probably from that

>>14925627
Just got a little too obvious there, should have stopped it at the iced tea or sweating and went on with whatever

>>14925627
ya dun good jake

>>14925627
Jesus Christ that was terrible. I mean really there was no lulz to be had

>>14925707
>>14925714
I'm positive it was him guys. Why are you being so mean?

>>14925781
>Being so mean
CONFIRMED FOR THAT PUSSY FAGGOT SIMON
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1.39 MB GIF

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:12 No.14925838

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:12 No.14925851

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:13 No.14925866

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:13 No.14925867

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:13 No.14925870

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:14 No.14925876

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:14 No.14925880

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:14 No.14925888

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:14 No.14925890

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:14 No.14925891

>>14925781
When I hear the show and his part then i'll believe it

>>14925627

And to add to that, here's what I got:

http://vocaroo.com/i/s1ucVxtN18zt

Keep in mind though that the entire episode is going up on Youtube, so yeah. If you want to slog through it all to find what we did, then go for
it.

It's been a slice, horsefuckers. I got at least a couple of lels out of it, which is more than I expected.

Peace.

Why don't you guys just drop this kids show? Not even joking. Just do it for your own sake.

>>14925770
Absolutely pathetic.

Well, I'm off to draw Tentacles.

>>14925838
Where the fuck do you think you are?

>>14925838
Why? This shit is fun. 
Besides, it's just a show, it's not like I'm unable to enjoy other things.

>>14925707
Hell, I've only seen a total of around 10 minutes of youtube clips of that part of his radio show, and I STILL recognized that it was a spliced
together soundboard. 

Being a newfag is no excuse.

>>14925829
>2:15
That was amazing.

alright guys the full stream is up now

>>14925866
>gulps down cock
>"What's wrong with you faggots?"

>>14925829

UPLOAD NOW!
UPLOAD NOW!
Also that guy is a faggot. Fuck him. I hope one of you fuckers doxx him.

>>14925866
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Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:16 No.14925913

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:16 No.14925916

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:16 No.14925922

33 KB PNG

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:17 No.14925930

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:17 No.14925935

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:17 No.14925936

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:17 No.14925937

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:17 No.14925945

876 KB GIF

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:18 No.14925948

502 KB GIF

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:18 No.14925949

I don't care where I am. This show is still a detriment to your self-image.

>>14925638
where do u think we are?

>>14925893
>You are using a 4chan Pass.
>

>>14925891
>self-image.
Don't tell me you're an open powerlevel faggot.

>>14925829
oh man that monitor guy
I can only imagine how he spaghettied his monitor

>>14925890

Anyone find where "Ghost" called in yet?

http://www.blogtalkradio.com/avoiceformen/2013/12/06/honey-badger-radio-bronies-and-the-shame-game

>>14925891
No, it's not. People who know that I like the show largely don't care.

>>14925913
I don't watch mlp. I'm referring to your self-image as in the way you view yourself. Emphasis on "self." The fact that you hide it proves that
you're ashamed of it, and if you have to hide it then you shouldn't be doing it.

>>14925930
>>14925876
>>14925829

>>14925876
Aww, that was it? Oh well, still kinda funny.

>>14925904
>not having a 4chan pass

what are you? some kind of pleb without butt coins?
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Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:18 No.14925955

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:18 No.14925962

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:18 No.14925963

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:19 No.14925969

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:19 No.14925973

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:20 No.14925989

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:20 No.14925998

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:21 No.14926011

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:21 No.14926015

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:21 No.14926019

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:21 No.14926028

>>14925922

No I mean upload the whole "episode".

>>14925936

who said we had to hide it
way to generalize and project
0/10 bait harder

>>14925936
>he doesn't profess powerlevel hidden 
What board are you from?

>>14925936
And for those of us that don't bother hiding it then? Is it hurting our self image too?

>>14925935
But you do don't you? Are you honestly going to tell me that all the people who hate you and your kind on the internet don't have any effect at
all on you? Wouldn't it be better to be part of the outside group instead? Even if it's just in your head you'll feel like less of a faggot if you stop
watching this shit.

>>14925936
>extrovert is ignorant of the introvert

keep on keepin' on m8
>inb4 more strawman

>Ghost bit
http://vocaroo.com/i/s1KZQJWgeLoO

>>14925969
>Are you honestly going to tell me that all the people who hate you and your kind on the internet don't have any effect at all on you?
Yes.

>>14925969
>Are you honestly going to tell me that all the people who hate you and your kind on the internet don't have any effect at all on you?
I'm mildly annoyed that I can't post MLP reaction images on other boards.
That's about it.

>>14925948
Why would you support moot? Why even pay for a pass when you can only post every minute or so? Fuck that.
>>14925955
You did. Fact is you hide it because you're ashamed. Why would you take part in something that shames you?
>>14925962
I don't have a powerlevel to hide. I'm not ashamed of anything I do.
>>14925973
If I asked you about mlp, would you admit you watch it? Of course not. Because no rational human being would do so.

>>14925989
>http://vocaroo.com/i/s1KZQJWgeLoO
Wow that was spliced beyond all hell. Anyone who listened to Ghost would tell you that

>>14925949
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Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:22 No.14926047

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:22 No.14926055

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:23 No.14926070

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:23 No.14926072

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)23:23 No.14926073

Oh, the actual broadcaster is going to have the entire thing up on Youtube, so you can check for it then.

>>14925969
You would have to be a huge faggot to have this mindset
Are you telling me every time you receive criticism you just fold? Well I'm telling you that you're acting like a huge faggot right now, by your
logic it helps your "self image" to go fuck off

Eh, listening through this thing, these chicks actually seem to have half a brain when it comes to this stuff. Hell, they were barely phased by
troll attempts.

Consider me aroused.

>>14926019
nuh, uh it was obviously him.

>>14925998
Bullshit.
>>14926011
Mildly annoyed? You've been singled out as even worse than furries, and I doubt that's wrong.

>>14926015
Why would you even come on 4chan if you hate Moot so much you faggot.
I bet you think your opinion is fact and that reddit isn't cancer.

>>14926015

are you lumping me in with someone?
because i don't hide it
there's a difference between not bringing it up and hiding it, faggot
all my friends know and they couldn't give less of a shit

>>14926039
Yeah, the key to trolling these girls would have been to have normal names first and foremost and to actually start the conversation with
legitimate discussion before easing into the troll
But apparently we're all obvious faggots and it didn't work

>>14926015
>If I asked you about mlp, would you admit you watch it?
Yes.

You should make friends with Mr. Barney shitposter.

>>14926047
>Bullshit.
It's true though. Don't believe it? Too bad. People like you will deny everything that doesn't agree with their opinion.

>>14926055
>I bet you think your opinion is fact
He already does, from the looks of it.
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